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Abstract. Failure mode is intimately related to porosity change, and whether deformation 
occurs in conjunction with dilatation or compaction has important implications on fluid 
transport processes. Laboratory studies on the inelastic and failure behavior of carbonate 
rocks have focused on the very porous and compact end-members. In this study, experiments 
were conducted on the Solnhofen limestone of intermediate porosity to investigate the 
interplay of dilatancy and shear compaction in controlling the brittle-ductile transition. 
Hydrostatic and triaxial compression experiments were conducted on nominally dry samples 
at confining pressures up to 43 5 MPa. Two conclusions can be drawn from our new data. 
First, shear-enhanced compaction can be appreciable in a relatively compact rock. The 
compactive yield behavior of Solnhofen limestone samples (with initial porosities as low as 
3%) is phenomenologically similar to that of carbonate rocks, sandstone, and granular 
materials with porosities up to 40%. Second, compactive cataclastic flow is commonly 
observed to be a transient phenomenon, in that the failure mode evolves with increasing 
strain to dilatant cataclastic flow and ultimately shear localization. It is therefore 
inappropriate to view stress-induced compaction and dilatancy as mutually exclusive 
processes, especially when large strains are involved as in many geological settings. Several 
theoretical models were employed to interpret the micromechanics of the brittle-ductile 
transition. The laboratory data on the onset of shear-enhanced compaction are in reasonable 
agreement with Curran and Carroll's [ 1979] plastic pore collapse model. In the transitional 
regime, the Stroh [ 1957] model for microcrack nucleation due to dislocation pileup can be 
used to analyze the transition from shear-enhanced compaction to dilatant cataclastic flow. In 
the brittle faulting regime the wing crack model provides a consistent description of the 
effect of grain size on the onset of dilatancy and brittle faulting. 

1. Introduction 

It is important to have a fundamental understanding of the 
mechanics of the brittle-ductile transition in many geologic 
problems. The deformation mechanisms operative on scales 
ranging from the microscopic to macroscopic have profound 
influence on the microstructure preserved in naturally 
deformed rocks, the limits on the state of stress in the 
lithosphere, the spatiotemporal evolution of stress and 
deformation during the earthquake cycle, and the coupling of 
crustal deformation and fluid transport. It is now recognized 
that the brittle-ductile transition is associated with a broad 

regime of complex deformation and failure mode. The 
mechanics of the transition is sensitively dependent on 
extrinsic variables (that include confining and pore pressures, 
temperature, strain rate, and fluid chemistry) as well as 
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intrinsic variables (that include modal composition, grain 
size, and porosity). 

Previous studies have demonstrated that porosity change 
and failure mode are intimately related. On one hand, 
dilatancy is universally observed as a precursor to the 
inception of shear localization in the brittle faulting regime 
[Brace, 1978]. On the other hand, plastic flow (associated 
with crystal plasticity and diffusive mass transfer) does not 
involve any volumetric change [Paterson, 1978]. In the 
transitional regime of cataclastic flow (manifested by 
homogeneously distributed microcracking) the scenario is 
more complicated since the pore space may dilate or compact 
in response to an applied stress field. 

In relatively porous silicate rocks [e.g., Handin and Hager, 
1957; Hadizadeh and Rutter, 1983; Shimada, 1986] a 
transition of the failure mode from brittle fracture to 

cataclastic flow can be induced at room temperature by an 
increase in pressure only. In the cataclastic flow regime the 
pore space undergoes significant inelastic compaction while 
the rock strain hardens [Edmond and Paterson, 1972]. The 
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transition pressure decreases with increasing porosity and 
grain size [Wong et al., 1997]. In contrast, relatively compact 
granite, gabbro, dunite, and eclogite remain in the brittle 
fracture regime when tested at room temperature and 
confining pressures up to 3 GPa [Shimada et al., 1983]. It 
seems that even at the maximum confining pressure 
accessible in the laboratory, elevated temperatures are 
necessary to activate crystal plasticity processes so that 
silicate rocks of relatively low porosity can undergo the 
transition to cataclastic and ultimately crystal plastic flow 
[Tullis and Yund, 1992; Hirth and Tullis, 1994]. 

In calcite rocks the brittle-ductile transition has somewhat 

different attributes from silicate rocks. Limestones and 

marbles, even the ones with very low porosity like the Carrara 
marble, undergo the brittle to plastic transition at room 
temperature for confining pressures accessible in the 
laboratory [Robertson, 1955; Paterson, 1958; Heard, 1960; 
Rutter, 1974]. This is probably due to the fact that calcite 
requires relatively low shear stresses to initiate mechanical 
twinning and dislocation slip even at room temperature 
[Turner et al., 1954; Griggs et al., 1960]. The transition 
occurs at a pressure that decreases with increasing grain size 
[Fredrich et al., 1990]. In Carrara marble, appreciable 
dilatancy occurs even when shear localization is inhibited and 
the sample strain hardens [Fredrich et al., 1989; Fischer and 
Paterson, 1989]. That dilatancy occurs while the compact 
marble undergoes cataclastic flow suggests that the 
deformation mechanisms are different from those in the 

compactive type of cataclastic flow observed in a porous 
sandstone or chalk [Teufel et aL, 1991]. 

Previous experimental studies of the brittle-ductile 
transition have focused on the two end-members with 
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Figure 2. Representative mechanical data for selected triaxial 
compression experiments. Differential stress is plotted versus 
axial strain. 
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Figure 1. Mechanical data for a hydrostatic experiment up to 
450 MPa. Volumetric strain is plotted versus confining 
pressure. The linear part of the curve is fitted by linear 
regression. Closing crack pressure and microcrack porosity 
are indicated. 

relatively low or high porosities that are associated with 
purely dilatant or compactive cataclastic flow. In a rock with 
porosity intermediate between these two end-members, strain 
hardening and cataclastic flow are expected to arise from the 
complex interplay of dilatant and compactive deformation 
mechanisms. In this transitional regime it is unlikely that 
compaction and dilatancy can be considered as mutually 
exclusive deformation processes, especially when large 
strains are involved as in many geological field settings. 
Indeed, the interplay of compaction and dilatancy is a central 
feature in many constitutive models for porous geomaterials 
[e.g., Fossum et al., 1995]. 

In an attempt to elucidate the interplay and partitioning of 
dilatancy and compaction we conducted detailed 
measurements of the stress and strain, as well as their 
influence on the failure mode of the Solnhofen limestone 

(with an initial porosity of 3%). Although many aspects of the 
brittle-ductile transition and creep behavior in this rock have 
been studied [Robertson, 1955; Heard, 1960; Byedee, 1968; 
Edmond and Paterson, 1972; Rutter, 1972; $chmid et al., 
1977; Fredrich et al., 1990; Rennet and Rumreel, 1996; 
Fisher and Paterson, 1989], to our knowledge the compactive 
behavior was not investigated systematically. Motivated by 
the laboratory data, we have developed theoretical models 
(involving various modes of grain-scale fracture and crystal 
plasticity) to analyze the micromechanics. We also discuss 
the implications of the micromechanical models on the effect 
of porosity and grain size on the brittle-ductile transition in 
calcite and silicate rocks. 
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Figure 3. Representative mechanical data for selected triaxial 
compression experiments. Axial strain is plotted versus 
volumetric strain (for the nonhydrostatic part of the 
experiments). The confining pressure (in MPa) is indicated on 
each curve. For reference, the linear portion is fitted with a 
line that corresponds to a Poisson's ratio of 0.34. 
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2. Mechanical Data 

2.1. Sample Material and Preparation 

Solnhofen limestone is composed of 99.9% of calcite. We 
determined the total porosity of each of our samples that were 
cored from the same block. After measuring the weight and 
the volume of the sample we calculated its porosity (assuming 
that it was entirely composed of calcite). We found that the 
total porosity ranges from 2.7% to 3.3%, with an arithmetic 
mean of 3.0%. Our block is less porous than samples used in 
most previous studies (with total porosities ranging from 
3.7% to 5.9%), except for Heard's [1960] samples that had 
1.7% of porosity. We also tlsed the saturation technique to 
determine the interconnected porosities in selected samples, 
which were found to be -1.5%, indicating that the limestone 
contains a large proportion of unconnected, vugular type of 
pores. We did not determine the average grain size, but it was 
reported to be -5 gm in previous studies [Robertson, 1955; 
Heard, 1960; Edmond and Paterson, 1972; Fredrich et al., 
1990; Renner and Rumreel, 1996; Fisher and Paterson, 1989; 
Rutter, 1972]. 

Rock samples were cored to a diameter of 18.1 mm and cut 
to a length of 38.1 min. The samples were dried in vacuum at 
80øC for several days. They were first jacketed with a thin 
copper foil, and heat-shrink polyolefine tubings were then 
used to separate the sample from confining pressure. The 
longitudinal and transverse strains were measured by electric 
resistance strain gauges (BHL Constantan foil FAE-50-12-S6 
for measurements of strains up to 5%). A hydrostatic pressure 
of 50 MPa was first applied to each sample to "season" the 
copper jacket, and then the strain gauges were glued on the 

jacketed sample in orthogonal directions. The volumetric 
strain was calculated using the relation ev = ell + 2%_, where 
• II and %_ are the strains measured in the axial and transverse 
directions, respectively. This formula neglects second-order 
contributions of strains to the volume change that may be 
appreciable at relatively large strains. 

2.2. Experimental Procedure 

The jacketed samples were stressed in the conventional 
triaxial configuration at room temperature. Kerosene was 
used as the confining medium. The experiments were 
performed at confining pressures ranging from 10 to 
435 MPa. The axial load was measured with an external load 

cell with an accuracy of 1 kN. The displacement was 
measured outside the pressure vessel with a displacement 
transducer (DCDT) mounted between the moving piston and 
the fixed upper platen. The axial displacement was servo- 
controlled at a fixed rate (corresponding to a nominal strain 
rate of 1.3 x 10 '5 s']). 

The load, displacement, and strain gauge signals were 
acquired by a 14-bit A/D converter at a sampling rate of 1 s '] 
with resolutions of 0.3 MPa, 1 gm and 10 's, respectively. 
Owing to electrical noise and sample shortening, actual 
uncertainty in strain was 2 x 10 '3 (when calculated from the 
DCDT signal) and 10 '5 (when measured directly by the strain 
gauges). Acoustic emission (AE) recordings were available 
via a piezoelectric transducer (PZT-7, 5 mm diameter, 1 MHz 
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Figure 4. Representative mechanical data for selected triaxial 
compression experiments. Volumetric strain is plotted versus 
mean stress. The confining pressure (in MPa) is indicated on 
each curve. For reference, the hydrostat is shown as heavy 
dashed line. The critical stress states for dilatancy C', onset of 
shear-enhanced compaction C*, and transition from shear- 
enhanced compaction to dilatancy C*' are indicated by the 
arrows for experiments performed at confining pressures of 
50, 300, and 200 MPa, respectively. 
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longitudinal resonant frequency) positioned on the flat surface 
of one of the end plugs. However, during all the series of 
experiments that we did, no significant AE activity was 
observed over the background noise of our laboratory. The 
AE data were not of use in this study. 

2.3. Stress, Strain, and Porosity Change 

We will adopt the convention that compressive stresses 
and compactive strains are positive, and we will denote the 
maximum and minimum (compressive) principal stresses by 
o.1 and o.3, respectively. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the 
volumetric strain for a hydrostatic experiment up to 450 MPa 
of confining pressure. The hydrostatic response was nonlinear 
up to a pressure of- 200 MPa, beyond which the stress-strain 
curve became linear with a slope corresponding to a 
compressibility of •3ef f -- 1.6 x 10 'll Pa 'l. 

Figure 2 shows the differential stress (o.l - o.3) as a function 
of axial strain in selected experiments conducted at confining 
pressures (o.3) ranging from 50 to 435 MPa. Except for the 
experiment at the lowest confining pressure of 10 MPa, both 
the axial and radial strain data were acquired. The volumetric 
strain data from these experiments are plotted as a function of 
the axial strain in Figure 3 and versus the mean stress 
(o.1 + 2o.3)/3 in Figure 4. For reference, the hydrostar is also 
shown (as the dashed line) in Figure 4. 

At confining pressures up to 50 MPa the mechanical 
response and failure mode are typical of the brittle faulting 
regime. The differential stress attained a peak, beyond which 
strain softening was observed (Figure 4). In some 
experiments the unstable failure resulted in breakage of the 
strain gages. The peak stress shows a positive correlation with 
the confining pressure and mean stress (Table 1), and the 
failed samples show macroscopic failure oriented at-30 ø 
with respect to the o.1 direction. As indicated for the 
experiment at confining pressure of 50 MPa, the onset of 
dilatancy C' can be identified on Figure 4 as the point where 
the volume of the triaxially compressed sample became 
greater than that of the hydrostatically compressed 
counterpart at the same mean stress. This implies that at stress 
levels beyond C' the deviatoric stress field induced the pore 
space to dilate. The differential stress level at C' showed a 
positive pressure dependence (Table 1). 

At confining pressures o'3_>350 MPa the mechanical 
response and failure mode are typical of the compactive 
cataclastic flow regime. The slopes of the differential stress- 
axial strain curve were nonnegative (Figure 2), and the 

sample volume decreased monotonically with deformation up 
to a finite strain of 5% (Figure 3). Shear localization was not 
evident in the deformed samples. As shown in Figure 4, the 
triaxial curves for a given confining pressure coincided with 
the hydrostat up to a critical stress state (indicated by C* for 
the data at 435 MPa confining pressure), beyond which there 
was an accelerated decrease in volume in comparison to the 
hydrostar. At stress levels beyond C* the deviatoric stress 
field provided significant inelastic contribution to the 
compactive strain, and this phenomenon is referred to as 
"shear-enhanced compaction" [Curran and Carroll, 1979; 
Wong et al., 1997]. The differential stress at C* is negatively 
correlated with the confining pressure and mean stress (Table 
1). 

In the transitional regime (100 MPa 5 o.3 5 300 MPa) the 
evolution of volumetric strain showed three distinct stages 
(Figure 5). Initially, the triaxial and hydrostatic data for 
volumetric strain as function of mean stress coincide. The 

second stage was manifested by shear-enhanced compaction, 
with the onset marked by the critical stress state C*. 
However, these samples in the transitional regime 
consistently switched from compaction to a third stage of 
dilation after they had undergone certain amount of strain 
hardening. As indicated in Figure 4 for the experiment at 200 
MPa confining pressure, the critical stress state at the 
transition from compactive to dilatant cataclastic flow will be 
denoted by C*'. 

Visual examination of all the deformed samples from this 
transitional regime (up to the maximum axial strain 
did not reveal any signs of shear localization, even though a 
transient phase of strain softening was observed in the 
experiment at confining pressure of 100 MPa. While the 
differential stress at the onset of shear-enhanced compaction 
in this transitional regime shows a negative pressure 
dependence that is comparable to the C* data for 
o.3 > 350 MPa, the differential stress at C*' shows a slightly 
positive correlation with mean stress and confining pressure 
(Table 1). 

3. Discussion 

Our laboratory data have important implications in the 
interpretation of compactive and dilatant processes in the 
crust. However, quantitative extrapolations of the laboratory 
data to crustal settings would require a fundamental 
understanding of the micromechanics of the brittle-ductile 
transition, which cannot be formulated without a realistic 

Table 1. Compilation of Mechanical Data for the Solnhofen Limestone 

Confining C' C' Peak Stress Peak Stress 
Pressure, 0.1 ' 0.3' (0.1 +20.3)/3' 0.1 ' 0.3' (0.1 + 20.3)/3' 

MPa MPa MPa MPa MPa 

C* 

0.1 = 0.3' 
MPa 

C* 

(0.1 q- 20.3)/3' 
MPa 

C ,t 

0.1 ' 0'3' 
MPa 

C ,t 

(0.! + 20.3)/3 , 
MPa 

10 - - 326 120 .... 
25 200 92 360 145 .... 
35 225.5 112 409 177 .... 
50 245 132 428 197 .... 
100 .... 375 225 475 258 
200 .... 354 318 509 370 
250 .... 336 362 '510 420 
300 .... 315 405 526 475 
350 .... 270 440 - - 
395 .... 231 470 - - 
435 .... 179 495 - - 
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Figure 5. The mean stress is plotted as a function of 
volumetric strain for an experiment performed at 200 MPa of 
confining pressure. The sample showed compactive and 
dilatant behavior. For reference, the hydrostat is shown as 
heavy dashed line. 

conception of the pore geometry and defect structure. We will 
first use the mechanical data to infer the pore structure of 
Solnhofen limestone and to develop theoretical models to 
analyze different stages of the brittle-ductile transition. 
Specifically, a wing crack model will be employed to analyze 
the development of dilatancy and brittle faulting, a plastic 
pore collapse model for shear-enhanced compaction, and a 
dislocation pileup model for the transition from shear- 
enhanced compaction to dilatancy. These models elucidate 
the damage mechanics as well as the important influences of 
porosity and grain size in the brittle-ductile transition. 

3.1. Interplay of Compaction and Dilatancy 
During Cataclastic Flow 

Recent studies have emphasized that there are fundamental 
differences in the mechanical and transport properties of 
compactive and dilatant types of cataclastic flow as observed 
in high- and low-porosity silicate rocks, respectively [Wong et 
al., 1997; Zhu and Wong, 1997]. However, there have been a 
paucity of data for addressing the question: At what porosity 
will the transition from dilatant to compactive cataclastic flow 
occur? A value of-5% was suggested by Brace [1978], and 
here we demonstrate that shear-enhanced compaction and 
pore collapse are readily observed in a limestone that has an 
initial porosity as low as 3% and pore size that is probably 
comparable to the average grain size (-•5 I. tm). 

This implies that pore collapse is a fairly common 
deformation process that can occur even in rocks considered 
to be relatively compact. However, it should be noted that 

such compactive deformation may be transient in nature. As 
mapped in the stress space (Figure 6), the yield stresses for 
shear-enhanced compaction in Solnhofen limestone are 
initially described by a compactive yield envelope with 
negative slope that expands with strain hardening, gradually 
evolving to a dilatant yield envelope with positive slope. 
Although it has not been explored systematically, this 
intriguing phenomenon of compaction as a transient precursor 
leading to dilatancy seems to be not very uncommon. In the 
literature, Schock et al. [1973] reported phenomenological 
behavior in the Lance sandstone (with 7.5% porosity) that is 
very similar to our observations for Solnhofen limestone. For 
comparison, we determined from their stress-strain curves 
values of C*, C*', C', and brittle strength and plotted the data 
in Figure 7. 

It is therefore inappropriate to view stress-induced 
compaction and dilatancy as mutually exclusive processes, 
especially when large strains are involved, as in many 
geological field settings. Our experiments were conducted up 
to a maximum axial strain of-5%. It is conceivable that more 

complex behavior would occur if deformation was to develop 
to even larger strains. The brittle-ductile transition is 
associated with a broad spectrum of highly complex 
deformation mechanisms, failure modes, and fluid transport 
processes. While dilatant cataclastic flow may be a transient 
precursor for the inception of shear localization and brittle 
faulting, shear-enhanced compaction may also evolve to 
dilatant cataclasis. Extrapolation of our laboratory data to the 
temporal and spatial scales of geologic settings would require 
a fundamental understanding of the micromechanics of the 
brittle-ductile transition, which may involve the complex 
interplay of microcracking, crystal plasticity, and diffusive 
mass transfer processes in Solnhofen limestone. 

3.2. Pore Structure of Solnhofen Limestone 

Inferred From Elastic Properties 

Relevant micromechanical models cannot be formulated 

without a realistic conception of the pore geometry and defect 
structure. Many geometric attributes of the pore space can be 
inferred from the elastic behavior. According to Walsh [1965] 
the hydrostat in Figure 1 is characteristic of the response of a 
rock pore space made up of two types of cavities: microcracks 
of relatively low aspect ratios and relatively equant pores. The 
progressive closure of the microcracks under increasing 
pressure was manifested by the nonlinearity observed during 
initial pressurization. At and above a pressure of- 200 MPa 
the microcracks were closed and the hydrostat became linear. 
As shown in Figure 1, one can then use Walsh's [1965] 
analysis to infer that the microcrack porosity is -0.2% for our 
Solnhofen limestone and that the aspect ratios of the 
microcracks are of the order of 10 '3 or less. 

The linear portion of the hydrostat represents the 
hydrostatic response of a rock with pore space made up of 
relatively equant pores, with a porosity of-2.8% (equal to the 
difference between the total and microcrack porosity). 
Additional information on the pore geometry can be obtained 
by comparison of the elastic moduli with theoretical results 
for an elastic mairix embedded with dilute concentration of 

spherical pores [Walsh, 1965; Walsh and Brace, 1966]. With 
the Reuss assumption of uniform stress the effective 
compressibility 13ef f for such an idealized porous material is 
linearly related to the porosity 
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Figure 6. Stress states C', C* and C*' and brittle strength are shown in the P-Q space for our Solnhofen 
limestone data. Three regimes of inelastic and failure modes can be identified: brittle fracture, dilatant 
cataclastic flow, and shear-enhanced compaction. 

3 (l-v) q) =1+ (la) 
2 (1-2v)1 +• 

where 13 and v are the intrinsic compressibility and Poisson's 
ratio, respectively, of the solid (calcite) grain. The Reuss 
averages for the intrinsic elastic moduli of a calcite aggregate 
at 300 MPa pressure [Sintntons and Wang, 1971] are 
13= 1.379 x 10 ']l Pa 'l and v=0.335. Assuming a porosity 
{ = 2.8%, equation (la) gives an effective compressibility 
13eff = 1.5 x 10 'l• Pa '• that is very close to our measured value 
of 1.6 x 10 'l• Pa '•. 

The hydrostatic data therefore suggest that the Solnhofen 
limestone has -0.2% of microcrack porosity and -2.8% of 
quasi-spherical pores (Figure 8a). A similar conclusion is 
obtained if we consider the other elastic moduli. The 
theoretical value for the effective Poisson's ratio of an elastic 

matrix embedded with dilute concentration of spherical pores 
is [Walsh and Brace, 1966] 

3 0-v2X5v- 1) Veff = l+-- •. (lb) 
v 2 (7-5v) 

Substituting in v = 0.335 and { = 2.8%, we have Veff= 0.34. 
For comparison, the linearly elastic portion of the axial and 
volumetric strain data has a slope of 1- 2reft= 0.32 (Figure 
3), which implies that the effective Poisson's ratio of the 
limestone (when all the microcracks has been closed) is given 
by Vef f = 0.34, in agreement with the model prediction. 

3.3. Development of Dilatancy and Brittle Faulting: 
Wing Crack Growth and Coalescence 

Dilatancy in brittle rock has been observed to arise from 
intragranular and intergranular cracking with a preferred 
orientation for propagation that is parallel to the maximum 
principal stress cy]. In the strain softening stage, 
microcracking activity localizes along a macroscopic shear 

band [Tapponier and Brace, 1976; Wong, 1982; Fredrich et 
al., 1989]. As shown in Figure 8b, a conceptual model widely 
used to analyze such micromechanical processes is the 
"sliding wing crack" [e.g., Horii and Nentat-Nasser, 1986; 
Ashby and Samntis, 1990; Kerneny and Cook, 1991]. The 
model considers the growth of "wing cracks" that initiate 
from tensile stress concentration at the tips of preexisting 
cracks undergoing frictional slip. The fracture mechanics is 
such that increasing the stress causes the wing crack to 
propagate along a curved path and ultimately reach a stable 
orientation parallel to the direction of c•]. With the 
accumulation of such anisotropic damage distributed 
throughout the rock, it will ultimately attain a critical state at 
which the multiplicity of cracks coalesce to develop a shear 
band. 

The sliding wing crack model considers sources of tensile 
stress concentration that are located at the tips of preexisting 
cracks (with initial length 2a and oriented at angle ¾ to c•l). 
The applied stresses induce a shear traction on the crack 
plane, and if this resolved shear traction is sufficiently high to 
overcome the frictional resistance along the closed crack, 
frictional slip results in tensile stress concentrations at the two 
tips which may induce wing cracks to nucleate and extend out 
of the initial plane of the main sliding crack (Figure 8b). The 
driving force is characterized by the stress intensity factor K I 
at the tip of the putative wing crack. With increased loading, 
it will attain the critical value Ki½, at which point a wing 
crack nucleates and propagates along a curved path to 
ultimately reach a stable orientation parallel to the direction of 
13' 1 . 

If the onset of dilatancy C' is identified with the initiation 
of wing cracks and if the rock is assumed to contain randomly 
oriented cracks, then the wing cracks should first nucleate 
from those sliding cracks oriented at ¾ = 1/2tan'l(1/•t), where 
[t is the frictional coefficient. The principal stresses at the 
onset of dilatancy are given by [Cotterell and Rice, 1980; 
Horii and Nentat-Nasser, 1986; Ashby and Samntis, 1990] 
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Figure 7. Stress states C', C*, and C*' are shown in the P-Q space for Lance sandstone. The stress values 
were evaluated from data ofSchock et aL [1973]. 

•/1 + g2 + g qC• Ki c 
-- (53+ . (2) 

To analyze the peak stress, we adopted Ashby and Sammis' 
[1990] two-dimensional (plane strain) model for mathematical 
convenience. The key damage parameter in this model is the 
crack density D = •(l + acos¾)2N,•, where l is the length of the 
wing crack and N A is the number of sliding cracks of uniform 
orientation ¾ per unit area initially present. Before wing 
cracks nucleate the length l-0 and therefore the initial damage 
is given by D O =x(acos¾)2N,•. With the progressive 
development of dilatancy the remotely applied principal 
stresses evolve with damage in accordance with equation (17) 
of Ashby and Sammis [1990], written here with our sign 
convention (compression is positive): 

(51 
C4 (40/D 0 -1) 

= + 4D/Do -1 CI l- x/-•' (53 l + d-oo 

where 

D / D O - 1 + 0.1 / cos ¾ C4 KIc (3) 

and 

C 4 = 4•cos¾/(41 + Ix 2 -•). 

If one specifies the material parameters D o, Kic/Ora) 1/2 , and 
It, then the evolution of the principal stress (5• as a function 
of damage D at a fixed confining stress (53 can be calculated 
using equation (3). In the brittle faulting regime the stress 
attains a peak beyond which instability sets in. 

Repeating the calculation for different values of fixed (53 
allows one to map out the brittle failure envelope in the 
principal stress space. To a first approximation this failure 
envelope for the wing crack model [Horii and Nemat-Nasser, 
1986; Ashby and Sammis, 1990; Fredrich et al., 1990; 
Kemeny and Cook, 1991 ] can be described by a linear relation 

(51 = A(I't'D0)(53 + B(It'Oo)KIc/•a' (4) 

If triaxial compression data for the onset of dilatancy and 
peak stress follow the linear trends described by equations (2) 
and (4), then the slopes and intercepts of the two sets of stress 
data provide four constraints for inferring the three 
parameters D o, KIc/Ora) 1/2 , and •. These inferred 
parameters and the fit of our limestone data to equations (2) 
and (4) are shown in Figure 9. Our estimate of g - 0.53 is 
close to Ashby and Sammis' [1990] estimate of 0.55 on the 
basis of Heard's [1960] data. However, our estimates of 
KIc/Ora) 1/2 =97 MPa and D o = 0.25 are higher than their 
values of Kic/(Xa) •/2 =68 MPa (corresponding to KIC = 0.6 
MPa m u2 and a - 25 Itm) and D o = 0.15, respectively. Heard 
[ 1960] presented a limited set of peak stress data, and since he 
did not measure the volumetric strain, the onset of dilatancy 
cannot be determined from his data. Ashby and Sammis 
[1990] assumed that wing crack initiation in Heard's [1960] 
experiments was associated with the onset of nonlinearity in 
the stress-strain curves. In comparison, our estimates were 
based on a more extensive set of data on both peak stress and 
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Figure 8. Conceptual models of pore space and three micromechanical processes in Solnhofen limestone. (a) 
The pore space is composed of microcracks and quasi-spherical pores. (b) The sliding wing crack model is 
applicable at low confining pressure where dilatancy and brittle fracture were observed. (c) Plastic collapse of 
isolated spherical pores is responsible for shear-enhanced compaction at relatively high mean stresses. (d) 
Microcracking induced by dislocation pileup results in the transition from shear-enhanced compaction to 
dilatant cataclastic flow. 

onset of dilatancy of samples from an identical block. Ashby 
and Sammis [1990] choice of preexisting crack length (2a = 
50 gm) is --- 10 times the average grain size of Solnhofen 
limestone. If we take the more plausible assumption that the 
sliding crack length is comparable to the average grain size, 
then 2a- 5 gm and our data suggest that 
Kic- 0.27 MPa m 1/2, which is in reasonable agreement with 
experimentally determined value for calcite. For example, 
Atkinson and Avdis [1980] reported a value of 0.19 MPa m •/2 
for crack propagation along the (1011) orientation. 

3.4. Onset and Development of Shear-Enhanced 
Compaction: Plastic Pore Collapse 

Two end-members have been developed to model the 
inelastic compaction of porous rock. For a rock in which 
crystal plasticity processes (such as mechanical twinning and 
dislocation slip) initiate at relatively low stress levels, Curran 
and Carroll [1979] modeled the stress-induced compaction 
that arises from plastic collapse of isolated spherical pores. 
For a relatively porous rock in which tensile stress 

concentration can readily be built up at impinging grain 
contacts, Zhang et al. [1990] modeled the pore collapse that 
arises from grain-scale brittle processes. While this Hertzian 
fraciure model has been demonstrated to be widely applicable 
to porous siliciclastic rocks [Wong et al., 1997], our 
mechanical data and preliminary microstructural observations 
indicate that the plastic pore collapse model is more relevant 
to compaction in Solnhofen limestone. The compactive yield 
stresses (Figure 6) are significantly lower than the predictions 
of the HertzJan fracture model for a siliciclastic rock of 

porosity and grain size comparable to those of Solnhofen 
limestone. Furthermore, these stress levels are comparable to 
levels required for the initiation of dislocation slip in calcite 
[Turner et al., 1954; Fredrich et al., 1989]. 

We saw earlier that after closure of the microcrack 

porosity, the pore space is mainly composed of isolated, 
quasi-spherical pores. Curran and Carroll [1979] considered 
a dilute concentration of spherical pores, with dimensions 
sufficiently small that one can model the representative 
element volume as a thick, concentric spherical shell (Figure 
8c) of inner radius a and outer radius b. To relate the local 
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Figure 9. Ashby and Sammis' [1990] model was used to 
interpret our peak stress and onset of dilatancy data at 
confining pressures of 10, 25, 35, and 50 MPa. The axial 
stress at the peak is plotted as a function of the confining 
pressure, and the linear fit is also shown with parameter 
values as indicated. 

geometry to the total porosity •, the radii a and b are chosen 
such that • = (a / b) 3. 

A Reuss condition is assumed for the local stress state: the 

outer spherical surface of the representative element volume 
is subjected to a stress field identical to what is remotely 
applied to the macroscopic continuum. The applied stress 
field induces stress concentration in the vicinity of the 
spherical pore, and plastic flow occurs if the local stress field 

o/j satisfies a specified yield condition. In their elastic-plastic 
model, Curran and Carroll [1979] adopted the von Mises 
yield criterion 

= = r/45, 

where J2 = 2[(ø• '• 022)2 + (022 ' 033 )2 + (033 ' ø•)21/6 2 

+ o•2 + o•3 + o23 • is the second invariant of the deviatoric 
stress tensor. The parameters k and Y correspond to the plastic 
yield stresses for pure shear and uniaxial tension (or 
compression), respectively. For a porous rock subjected to 
conventional triaxial compression, plastic yield initiates at the 
circular perimeter of the spherical pore that is parallel to o 3 if 
the remotely applied stresses satisfy this condition: 

9RP 2 + sP(3P-Q)+(u + V + 3W)(P-Q/3) 2 

+2WPQ=k 2 =y2/3, (6) 

where P is the mean stress (o• + 203)/3, Q is the differential 
stress o• -03, and the coefficients R, S, U, V, and W depend 
on the elastic moduli and the ratio a/b ( and therefore the 
porosity). Although these coefficients were explicitly derived 
by Curran and Carroll [1979], it should be noted that there 

are several typographical errors in their paper. For the 
reader's convenience, we have summarized the mathematical 
development and corrected the errors in the appendix. 

If the elastic moduli are specified and the principal stresses 
are normalized with respect to Y (or k), then a family of yield 
envelopes can be calculated using equation (6) for different 
values of initial porosity (Figure 10a). The differential stress 
at the onset of plastic pore collapse decreases with increasing 
mean stress and porosity. We have used the Reuss averages 
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Figure 10. (a) Initial yield surface assuming matrix material 
governed by von Mises yield criterion calculated using the 
model of Curran and Carroll [1979]. Numbers above curves 
indicate the porosity. All the curves are calculated with the 
Reuss averages for elastic moduli of calcite: K = 7.25 x 10 s 
MPa and g = 2.69 x 10 • MPa. The solid curve was calculated 
using the porosity of the Solnhofen limestone after closure of 
the microcracks (i.e., qb = 2.8%). (b) Evolution of the yield 
surface of Solnhofen limestone with plastic pore collapse: the 
solid curve is for initial yield calculated using the model of 
Curran and Carroll [1979], and the dashed curve is for total 
plastic yielding calculated using the model of Gutson [1977] 
with the yield stress Y = 975 MPa. 
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for the elastic moduli of calcite, but as noted by Curran and 
Carroll [1979], the yield envelope has a relatively weak 
dependence on the elastic moduli. Except for slight 
differences in the curvatures, our curves in Figure 10a are 
nearly the same as theirs calculated using different elastic 
moduli. 

The experimental data for the onset of shear-enhanced 
compaction (Figure 6) can be fitted with the theoretical yield 
envelope for plastic pore collapse if an uniaxial yield stress of 
k = 563 MPa (or Y = 975 MPa) is assumed (Figure 11). For 
reference, the critical resolved shear stresses for f slip in 
calcite is 216 MPa, and for r slip it ranges from 145 to 185 
MPa [Turner et al., 1954; Griggs et al., 1960]. Although our 
inferred value of k is higher than these yield stresses 
measured for specific slip systems of calcite, we consider it 
likely that the macroscopic yield would require a significantly 
higher stress level. The plastic pore collapse model requires 
homogeneous plastic flow to occur in the proximity of the 
pore surface. As elaborated by Paterson [1969], the von 
Mises requirement of five independent slip systems as a 
necessary condition for this type of macroscopic flow implies 
that multiple slip systems (some of which are not favorably 
oriented) need to be activated, and strain hardening would 
take place very rapidly. 

It is well known that e-twinning in calcite can be activated 
at very low stresses. When calcite crystals are favorably 
oriented for twinning, then the combination of twinning and 
one of the slip modes would provide the equivalent of five 
independent slip systems [Paterson, 1969, 1979]. Indeed, 
microstructural observations of Fredrich et al. [1989] suggest 
that fully plastic flow in Cartara marble (at a differential 
stress of 329 MPa and confining pressure of 300 MPa) can be 
achieved by the combination of twinning and r slip. Our 
preliminary microstructural observations on a Solnhofen 
sample deformed in the fully compactive regime (at confining 
pressure of 435 MPa) indicate that pervasive pore collapse 
had occurred with somewhat limited twinning activity. 

If we focus on the deformation in the vicinity of a pore, 
then the plastic zone expands with increasing differential 
stress. The progressive expansion of the plastic zone and the 
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Figure 11. Comparison between experimental data and the 
model of Curran and Carroll [ 1979], plotted in the P-Q space 
normalized by the yield stress taken as 975 MPa. 

resultant enhancement of compaction were analyzed by 
Curran and Carroll [1979] using finite element simulations. 
Ultimately, the solid part of the hollow sphere will have 
yielded completely. Analytic approximations for the stress 
states at which this final stage occurs were derived by Green 
[1972] and Gurson [1977]. According to Carroll and 
Carman's [ 1985] finite element calculations, Gurson's [1977] 
relation gives better approximation at low porosities. His 
relation for total plastic yield of a porous sphere can be 
expressed in terms of the applied mean and differential 
stresses 

+ 2qb cosh = (1 + qb 2), (7) 

where Y is the initial yield stress under uniaxial loading (as 
defined for equation (5)) and qb is the current porosity. It 
should be noted that the total yield condition does not depend 
on the elastic moduli or initial porosity. As shown in Figure 
10b, the attainment of total yield requires a significant 
increase of differential stress subsequent to initial yield. Our 
mechanical data do not suggest that this final stage of plastic 
pore collapse was achieved in our experiments on Solnhofen 
limestone. 

3.5. Transition From Shear-Enhanced Compaction 
to Dilatancy' Microcracking Induced by 
Dislocation Pileup 

The plastic collapse model focuses on the deformation in 
the vicinity of the quasi-spherical pores. However, as density 
of the dislocations increases during the strain hardening, their 
movement is inhibited by obstacles that include grain 
boundaries, second-phase particles, and nearby dislocations. 
As a result, a pileup will occur in which mutually repulsive 
forces between neighboring dislocations are counteracted by 
the externally applied shear stress (Figure 8d). Microcracking 
may be induced if the tensile stress concentration ahead of the 
dislocation pileup is sufficiently high [Zener, 1948]. 
Nucleation and propagation of such microcracks induce the 
pore space to dilate. 

If we consider a slip plane that is subjected to a resolved 
shear stress x,, dislocations can move if this stress exceeds the 
lattice "friction" stress x If the dislocations pileup at an 
obstacle, then the stress concentration ahead of the pile up 
may nucleate tensile cracking if the stresses satisfy the 
following condition [Stroh, 1957; Wong, 1990]: 

(8a) 

where L is the length of the dislocation pileup. If the rock is 
under triaxial compression, then the resolved stress attains its 
maximum value of x, = (o 1 -o3)/2 for a slip plane oriented 
at 45 ø to the principal stresses. Hence the crack initiation 
condition can alternatively be written as 

•/-•x KIC 
øl - ø3 = 2--• • + 2•:.œ . (Sb) 

It is plausible that the dimensions of the dislocation pileup 
and sliding crack both scale as the grain size, and therefore as 
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a first approximation, one may take L -• 2a (Figures 8b and 
8d) and use the results from our wing crack analysis to infer 
that Kic/(r•L) 1/2• 68 MPa. Substituting this into equation 
(8b), we see that the first term on the right-hand side is -187 
MPa, which is significantly less than the øl-ø3 values for 
C*' (Figure 6). Hence equation (8b) requires that the stress 
is comparable to the critical resolved shear stress for 

translational slip in calcite. If indeed 'If can be approximated 
by experimentally determined values 6f the critical resolved 
shear stresses for the r andf slip systems [Turner et al., 1954; 
Griggs et al., 1960], then the C*' data are bracketed by 
theoretical estimates from equation (Sb) (shown as solid lines 
in Figure 12). 

The apparent agreement suggests that the interplay of 
dislocation and microcracking activities can explain the 
transition from shear-enhanced compaction to dilatancy. 
However, it should be noted that such a comparison has 
certain limitations. First, the shear stress xr as originally 
envisioned by Stroh [1957] represents the lattice friction 
stress, which is probably very small in calcite. Hence the 
relatively high values here should be interpreted as 
generalized resistance stresses that include lattice friction as 
well as other stresses that result from complex interactions 
with various obstacles present in the polycrystalline 
aggregate. Second, the model is for the initiation of dilatant 
cracking, but the overall development of dilatancy in the rock 
as a whole would require the cumulative dilation due to 
cracking exceed the concomitant compaction due to plastic 
pore collapse. Hence equation (Sb) only provides a lower 
bound on the critical stress at the transition from shear- 

enhanced compaction to dilatancy, which probably occurs 
after the cracks have propagated over certain distances. Third, 
the data suggest a slight dependence of C*' on pressure, 
whereas the model predicts that the differential stress level is 
pressure-independent (equation (8b)). As elaborated by 
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Figure 12. Predicted values of differential stress for the 
nucleation of tensile crack induced by dislocation pileup 
(solid lines). For reference, experimentally determined values 
for r slip and f slip systems in calcite [Turner et al., 1954; 
Griggs et al., 1960] are also shown. For comparison, the 
critical stresses C*' for the transition from shear-enhanced 

compaction to dilatant cataclastic flow are plotted in the P-Q 
space. 

Francois and Wilshaw [1968] and Wong [1990], the 
extension of a crack nucleated by dislocation pileup is 
sensitively dependent on pressure, even though the nucleation 
process itself is pressure-independent. Last, our preliminary 
microstructural observations of a sample deformed to beyond 
C*' (at the confining pressure of 200 MPa) indicate extensive 
microcracking, as well as mechanical twinning, and therefore 
the interplay with dislocation, microcracking, and twinning 
activities should be integrated in future refinement of the 
micromechanical model. 

3.6. Effect of Porosity and Grain Size 
on the Brittle-Ductile Transition 

We have focused on porosity change and failure mode as 
two key aspects of the phenomenology of the brittle-ductile 
transition. A comparison of the Solnhofen limestone (Figure 
6) and Lance sandstone (Figure 7) shows that the 
phenomenological behaviors in these two rocks of 
intermediate porosities are qualitatively similar. In each case 
the brittle-ductile transition is associated with a complex 
interplay of dilatant and compactive deformation 
mechanisms. While these similarities underscore the 

important control that porosity exerts on the phenomenology 
of the brittle-ductile transition, it should also be kept in mind 
that the micromechanical processes are actually very different 
in the silicate and calcite rocks. 

While dilatancy and compaction in silicate rocks arise from 
various modes of grain-scale cracking operative at room 
temperature, our micromechanical analyses emphasize the 
importance of crystal plasticity as well as microcracking 
mechanisms in the limestone. The same mechanisms are 

activated in calcite rocks of different porosities and grains 
sizes to result in fundamentally different failure modes. This 
complex connection between micromechanics and 
macroscopic failure mode can be illustrated by comparison of 
Solnhofen limestone with Carrara marble. 

Figure 13 summarizes the critical stresses and failure 
modes of the relatively compact Carrara marble [Fredrich et 
al., 1989]. On the one hand, the overall behavior in the brittle 
faulting regime is qualitatively similar in Carrara marble and 
the more porous Solnhofen limestone. Applying equations (2) 
and (4) to data of Fredrich et al. [ 1989] on onset of dilatancy 
and peak stress, we obtained values of la = 0.55, 
Kic/(r•a) •/2 = 27 MPa and D o = 0.3 for Carrara marble. As 
expected the friction coefficients in the limestone and marble 
are similar. The fracture toughness parameter KI½/(r•a) •/2 is 
significantly lower in coarse-grained Carrara marble possibly 
because the crack length a is expected to scale with grain size. 
Such effects of grain size on strength and brittle-ductile 
transition have been discussed in some detail by Fredrich et 
al. [1990]. While the wing crack model may idealize the 
complicated mechanisms that are actually involved in brittle 
faulting, it provides a semiquantitative description that is 
particularly useful for a comparative analysis. It should also 
be noted that porosity also has influence on the brittle 
strength. In Figure 14 we compile all the published data for 
Solnhofen limestone (with initial porosities ranging from 
1.7% to 5.9%). There is a general trend for the peak stress to 
decrease with increasing porosity. 

On the other hand, two significant differences between the 
marble and limestone were observed in the cataclastic flow 

regime. First, inelastic compaction was absent, and only 
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Figure 13. Stress state at the onset of dilatancy C' (in both brittle faulting and cataclastic flow regimes) and 
brittle strength are shown in the P-Q space for data on Carrata marble from Fredrich et al. [1989]. 

dilatancy was observed in the relatively compact Carrara 
marble. As documented by Fredrich et al. [1989], dilatant 
cataclastic flow in Carrara marble is manifested by 
mechanical twinning and dislocation slip that may promote or 
inhibit microcracking at different stress and pressure 
conditions. While these crystal plasticity processes induce 
local tensile stress concentration that nucleate wing cracks, 
twin and slip bands may also act as barriers that arrest 
microcrack propagation. In Solnhofen limestone our 
preliminary microstructural observations indicate that the role 
of twinning seems to be secondary, especially in samples that 
had undergone plastic pore collapse. This is in agreement 
with Rowe and Rutter's [1990] observation that a relatively 
high stress (-300 MPa) is required to activate twinning in this 
fine-grained limestone. Mechanical twinning arises from the 
homogeneous shear of successive planes of atoms that causes 
one portion of the lattice to become a mirror image of the 
other. The nature of the twinning process is such that it is 
confined within a single grain. Consequently, the local tensile 
stress concentration at the tip of a twin band should scale with 
the spatial extent of the shear strain (and therefore the 
dimensions of the twin band and grain size), and therefore 
wing crack nucleation or crack arrest is less likely to be 
induced by twinning activity in the relatively fine-grained 
Solnhofen limestone. 

Second, Carrara marble (Figure 13) underwent a transition 
to fully plastic flow (with negligible volume change) at a 
stress level of 329 MPa (at a confining pressure 300 MPa) 
that is significantly lower than our inferred value of Y (-975 
MPa) for Solnhofen limestone. In Carrara marble, fully plastic 
flow involves the cooperative mechanisms of mechanical 
twinning and dislocation slip [Fredrich et al., 1989]. In 
contrast, the role of mechanical twinning is relatively limited 
in Solnhofen limestone, and therefore plastic flow hinges on 
the activation of multiple dislocation slip systems that require 
a significantly higher stress level [Paterson, 1969]. More 

systematic microstructural observations using the optical and 
transmission electron microscopes should be pursued to 
elucidate this question. 

4. Conclusion 

In this study, we have demonstrated that shear-enhanced 
compaction and pore collapse are readily observed in the 
Solnhofen limestone that has an initial porosity as low as 3% 
and pore size of the order of 10 gm. As a function of pressure, 
three primary failure modes were identified in this relatively 
compact limestone. At relatively low pressures (<_ 50 MPa), 
dilatancy was observed as a precursor to the occurrence of 
brittle faulting. At relatively high pressures (> 350 MPa) the 
samples failed by cataclastic flow associated with shear- 
enhanced compaction and strain hardening. At intermediate 
pressures, shear-enhanced compaction was observed during 
the initial stage of strain hardening but only as a transient 
precursor that ultimately led to dilatant cataclastic flow. This 
intriguing phenomenon implies that stress-induced 
compaction and dilatancy should not be viewed as mutually 
exclusive processes, especially when large strains are 
involved. 

Several theoretical models were employed to interpret the 
micromechanics of the brittle-ductile transition in Solnhofen 

limestone. Comparison of our data with results for siliciclastic 
rocks underscores that since crystal plasticity of the calcite 
grains has a predominant role in limestone, the Hertzian 
fracture model is not appropriate for analyzing the 
compaction phenomena. Our laboratory data on the onset of 
shear-enhanced compaction are in reasonable agreement with 
Curran and Carroll's [1979] plastic pore collapse model if a 
relatively high yield stress of Y= 975 MPa is assumed. In the 
transitional regime the Stroh [1957] model for microcrack 
nucleation due to dislocation pileup can be used to analyze 
the transition from shear-enhanced compaction to dilatancy. 
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Figure 14. Compilation of peak stress data for Solnhofen limestones of different porosities and grain sizes. 

In the brittle faulting regime the wing crack model provides a 
consistent description of the effect of grain size on the onset 
of dilatancy and brittle faulting in Solnhofen limestone and 
Cartara marble. 

Appendix: Initiation of Plastic Collapse 
of a Spherical Pore Induced 
by Triaxial Compression 

Following Curran and Carroll [1979], we consider a 
hollow sphere of homogeneous, isotropic material. The 
spherical shell has inner and outer radii a and b, respectively, 
and it is subject to the following boundary conditions: (1) the 
inner boundary is traction free and (2) on the outer boundary, 
the traction is given by t i = ri/n j , where n. is the outward unit 
normal to the outer surface'of the sphere, and the applied 
stress is T•] = o], T•_ 2 = c• 3, T33 = c• 3 , with all the off-diagonal 
elements being zero. 

The material response is elastic-plastic. Before the onset of 
plastic yield, the solid part of the sphere is isotropic_and 
linearly elastic, with moduli given by the two Lam6 constants 
3. and •t. Curran and Carroll [1979] considered the initial 
plastic yield to obey the Drucker-Prager criterion, which 
depends on the mean and deviatoric stresses. Here we focus 
on plastic yield due to crystal plasticity that is pressure- 
independent. Hence the Drucker-Prager criterion reduces to 
the von Mises criterion: 0?/2 = k as defined in equation (5) 
of the text. For our case, plastic yield initiates at the circular 
perimeter of the spherical pore (on the X1-X2 plane) when 
the applied stresses satis• this condition: 

{Re] + 2c•3) 2 +S•3½ ] + 2o'3)+ Uo' • 

with the parameters R, S, U, V, and W are defined by 

2 it2 (2A'2a2-2A'Ca-C 2 ) (A2a) 

2 g2a2(8 S = • A'Ba - 4BC + 4A'B'a 2 - 2B'Ca 

+4A'C'-• 2CC' 6A'C I +• 
a a 

(A2b) 

U = 2 g2a412B 2 3 
2BC' 2B,2a 2 + 8BB'a + • + 

a 

C '2 6B'C ! + 4B'C' + • + 
2a 2 a 

(A2c) 

2 g2a2[ 2 3 C,2 V = •- 6B 2a + 6BC'a + - 2 

67' ) + 12BC + . (A2d) 

I/V = 292C 2 (A2e) 

The primed symbol indicates differentiation with respect to 
the radial distance r, and the functions ,4, B, and C are given 
by 

A(r) D2 D3•'r2 D5 = -• + + + D 6 (A3a) 5r' (23. + 71-0 7 

3 2 B(r)= D1 + + D 3 (A3b) 77- 

C(r)= 3½ + [t• 3 5r 5 ½• + 7•t) D3r + D4 (A3c) 
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in which the parameters D•, D 2, D 3, D 4, D 5 and D 6 are in turn 
defined by 

16•t(19X + 14[tXb7-a7) (A4a) D• = (2•. + 7[t)a7b7A 

16g(193• + 14gX b5 -a s) (A4b) D2 = - (2)C + 7ix)aSbSA 

128g(b2 -a2) (A4c) D 3 = a7b7 A 

15(2• + 7[t){•. + [t)A a --iT 

+ asb s 

25 (27)•2 + 56g)• + 2892)1 a3b 7 
(A4d) 

zq 2 o 2 s _ a s ) 
Os = 6(• + ix) + 2b 2 5a (b3-a 3) 

•D3a3b3(b 2 -a 2) 
4(23• + 7gX b3- a 3) 

(A4e) 

1 [ 8gD 2 (b 2 - a 2) D6= (3X+2[t) 5a2b 2 (b3-a 3) 

)•tD3 (bS-aS)_)•D4] + (2;• + 7[ 0 (b 3 -a 3) 
(A4f) 

with 

3292 [(b 10 + aløX171;k 2 + 392g;k 15(2;• + 7•t•- [t)a'øb 'ø 

-25(a763+a3b7X273•2+56g•+28g2 ) 
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